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Pioneering study reveals that a radioactive nucleus may split into two or three fragments and the 
phenomena are known as binary fission and ternary fission respectively. In order to understand the 
nuclear stability and related structure aspects, it is of huge interest to explore the fragmentation behavior 
of a radioactive nucleus in binary and ternary decay modes. In view of this, Binary and ternary fission 
analysis of 252Cf nucleus is carried out using quantum mechanical fragmentation theory (QMFT). The 
nuclear potential and Coulomb potential are estimated using different versions of radius vector. The 
fragmentation structure is found to be independent to the choice of fragment radius for binary as well 
as ternary decay paths. The deformation effect is included up to quadrupole (β2) with optimum cold 
orientations and their influence is explored within binary splitting mode. Moreover, the most probable 
fission channels explore the role of magic shell effects in binary and ternary fission modes.
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1. Introduction 
Radioactivity is one of  the prominent branch of  
the nuclear physics, which provides opportunity 
to understand the inter-nuclear forces and related 
structural aspects. Radioactive decay modes mainly rely 
on the nuclear stability, shape and size etc. Generally, 
radioactivity includes various emission mode such as 
alpha decay, cluster emission, heavy particle radioactivity 
(HPR) and spontaneous fission (SF). Beside the above-
mentioned binary decay modes, a radioactive parent 
nucleus may also proceed via simultaneous emission of  
three fragments. This kind of  splitting mode is known 
as the ternary fission. Numerous attempts have been 
made theoretically as well as experimentally to explore 
the possible decay modes in the ternary fission [1-4]. 
For example, a light mass fragment (α particle) may 
be observed along with two heavier fragments and the 
process is known as particle accompanied fission. In spite 
of  this, other decay mode is also possible where all of  
the three decaying fragments are of  comparable masses 
and the process is termed as true ternary fission (TTF). 
TTF mode is not observed experimentally but some 
theoretical attempts were made [5-7]. The literature 
reveals that [8], there are two probable configuration 
modes in the ternary fission process i.e., equatorial mode 
and collinear mode. The geometrical mode where the 
third fragment emission happens orthogonal to fission 
axis is known as equatorial mode and when the emission 
of  third fragment happens along the fission axis it 
is termed as collinear decay mode. Ternary fission is 
possible mainly in heavy actinides and in super heavy 
elements. Spontaneous ternary fission (Ground state) was 
observed experimentally for 252Cf  nucleus and relative 
fragmentation yield was given, with 4He as the third 
fragment [9]. In 2010, Yu. V. Pyaktov et al. [10] worked 
on 252Cf  nucleus and proposed 48Ca as the third fragment 
within collinear configuration mode. In view of  above, a 
theoretical analysis of  related aspects is carried out by 
taking 48Ca as the third fragment by using three cluster 
model (TCM) [4] and probable decay path is explored 
using three body penetration profile [1]. Three cluster 
model is based on the quantum mechanical fragmentation 
theory (QMFT) [11, 12], which works in terms of  mass 
asymmetry and relative separation coordinates. It is 
expected that inter-fragment radius plays an important 
role in the splitting of  a radioactive nucleus. Therefore, 
it would be interesting to analyze the role of  different 
form of  fragment radius in binary and ternary fission 
modes. In view of  above, present work aims to analyze 
the role of  inter-fragment radius in binary and ternary 
decay path of  252Cf  radioactive nucleus.
The primary goal of the present work is to explore the 
fragmentation potential in binary and ternary decay modes 
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and to observe the behavior of fragmentation structure and 
barrier characteristics with respect to different choices of 
inter-fragment radius expressions.
2. Methodology
Binary and ternary fission analysis of 252Cf nucleus is carried 
out by using the quantum mechanical fragmentation 
theory (QMFT) [1,4,11,12]. This methodology is worked 
out in terms of collective coordinates of mass (and charge) 
asymmetry
 ηA A A A A= −( ) +( )1 2 1 2/  (1)
and relative separation R between the decaying fragments. 
Here, 1 and 2 represent the heavy and light fragments, 
and in case of ternary fission, third fragment is kept fixed 
(represented by A3). The collective fragmentation potential 
is given as [1]
 V B V Vi j i i cij pij= ∑ ∑ + +>  (2)
where the first term Bi represents the binding energy of the 
decaying fragments i.e. the collective addition of macroscopic 
liquid drop model and shell corrections taken from the 
reference [13,14], Vcij denotes the Coulomb potential and 
VPij is the nuclear attractive proximity potential which is 
given as 
 V S R b SP ( ) ( )= 4π γ φ  (3)
Here S denotes the surface separation of fragments, γ is the 
surface energy constant, b denotes the surface thickness, R is 
the mean curvature radius and f  the universal function, for 
detail see the reference [15]. The fragment radius expressions 
used in present work are taken from [16-18] and read as 
 R A Ai i i= − +1 28 0 76 0 8
1 3 1 3. . ./ /   (4) 
 R C N A ti i i i i= +( )/   (5) 
 R Ai i= −1 20 0 09
1 3. ./   (6)
	 R A Yi i i i iα β αλ λ λ( ) = −( ) + ∑ ( ) 1 20 0 09 1
1 3 0. ./ 	 (7) 
Among two ternary fission configurations (as discussed 
in previous section), present work include the collinear 
configuration [8] mode. The surface separation among 
three fragments can be taken as S13= R1+R3+2R2+2S, 
S12= R1+R2+S, S23= R2 +R3 +S, where R1, R2, R3 are the 
radius of three fragments and S12, S23, S13 represent the 
relative separation among the three decaying fragments 
[8], with common separation parameter S . The scattering 
potential is estimated in terms of Coulomb and proximity 
potential. The deformation dependent radius vector are also 
included using eq. (7), for more details, see ref. [19, 20].  
Figure 1: (a) Binary fragmentation potential calculated for 252Cf nucleus using different radius choices. (b) Scattering potential for decay of 
252Cf → 130Sn+122Cd as a function of inter-fragment radius.
3. Calculations and Discussions
This section represents the theoretical description of binary 
and ternary fission of 252Cf radioactive nucleus. Initially, the 
binary fragmentation behaviour is analysed using different 
radius expressions (eq. (4), (5), (6)). The fragmentation 
potential is plotted with respect to the fragment mass 
A2 in Fig. 1(a). The calculations are performed using 
spherical choice of decaying fragments. The minima’s in 
the fragmentation potential represent the dominance of 
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a particular decay channel with respect to other probable 
modes. It can be noted from the figure that there is no 
change in the fragmentation structure with change in the 
radii expression, but we find significant difference in the 
magnitude of the fragmentation potential. The binary 
fragmentation profile suggests that 122Cd+130Sn is most 
probable spontaneous fission channel which seems to be 
triggered via shell closure effect (Z=50). The emergence 
of 122Cd+130Sn persists independent of the choice of 
radius vector. Furthermore, magnitude of fragmentation 
potential is lowest for eq. (6) which means the preformation 
probability may be higher with this expression. Now, after 
the analysis of fragmentation behaviour, total scattering 
potential is estimated for 122Cd+130Sn channel to get some 
idea about the penetration probability for this channel. 
Figure 1 (b) displays the scattering potential with respect 
to inter-fragment separation R. It is evident from the figure 
that barrier position and barrier height change with respect 
to change in the radius vector, and hence the penetration 
probability get affected accordingly. In present case, barrier 
height is observed lowest for 122Cd+130Sn channel and hence 
may lead to higher magnitude of penetration probability.
Figure 2: (a) Binary fragmentation potential calculated for 252Cf nucleus using deformed choice of radius. (b) Scattering potential for decay of 
252Cf →	130Sn+122Cd as a function of relative separation (for cold orientation).
Figure 3: Ternary fragmentation potential is calculated for 252Cf nucleus for (a) light third fragment (A3=
4He) and (b) heavy third fragment 
(A3=
48Ca) using different radius expression.
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Further, an effort is made to see the impact of deformation 
dependent radius in the decay dynamics of 252Cf parent 
nucleus. The deformation effects are included using 
eq. (7) in view of radius expression shown by eq. (6) as the 
fragmentation potential is recorded lowest for this choice of 
radius vector (see Fig. 1 (a)) .The fragmentation potential 
and scattering potential under the influence of deformation 
effect is shown in Fig. 2. Here Fig. 2 (a) and (b) represent 
the fragmentation potential and scattering potential for 
deformed choice of nuclear radius. A significant change is 
observed in the magnitude of both fragmentation potential 
calculated for spherical and deformed choice of fragments. A 
symmetric mass distribution is shown by spherical approach, 
however, the contribution of symmetric and asymmetric 
fission fragments is observed for deformed approach. 
The most probable fission fragment channel changed 
from 122Cd+130Sn to 150Ce+102Zr due to deformed shell 
effects (N=62). The barrier characteristics get significantly 
modified; the barrier height decreases and barrier position 
increases after inclusion of deformation effects.
After analysing the binary fragmentation phenomenon, 
three body fragmentation potential is calculated for light 
(A3=
4He) and heavy third fragment (A3=
48Ca) as shown 
in Fig. 3 (a) and 2 (b). It is evident from the figures that 
fragmentation structure is independent of choices of the 
fragment radius (similar to the case of binary fission). 
Using different radius vectors, same fission channels 
(i.e., 132Sn+116Pd+4He for light third fragment and 
132Sn+72Ni +48Ca in case of heavy third fragment) are found, 
and the role of shell closure is evident. The use of eq. (6) 
for radius expression, gives lowest fragmentation potential 
for both cases (light and heavy third fragment), which 
means that the ternary fragment emission probability may 
be higher for the use of this expression. Furthermore, the 
interaction potential for both the channels is plotted with 
respect to surface separation S, and plotted in Fig. 4 (a) 
and (b). The barrier height with eq. (6) is lowest and hence 
may contribute higher penetration probability for suggested 
ternary fission channels. 
Summary
Summarizing, Quantum mechanical fragmentation theory 
(QMFT) is used to study the binary and ternary fission 
of 252Cf radioactive nucleus. The fragmentation behaviour 
of 252Cf nucleus is calculated for both binary and ternary 
fission processes by using various choices of fragment radius. 
It is observed that there is no change in the fragmentation 
structure with use of different fragment radius expressions.
The most probable binary and ternary fission 
channels depict the role of shell closure effects. Apart 
from this, barrier characteristics are estimated for binary 
and ternary splitting modes. Additionally, influence 
of deformation dependent radius vector is explored in 
binary decay mode. It will be of further interest estimate 
the fragmentation yield for both binary and ternary 
fission processes.
Figure 4: Ternary fragmentation potential is calculated for 252Cf  nucleus for (a) light third fragment (A3=
4He) and 
(b) heavy third fragment (A3=
48Ca) using different radius expression.
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